Opioids prolong nuclear hepatobiliary imaging when given prior to scanning.
Opioid-mediated contraction of the distal common bile duct (CBD) may delay tracer passage during nuclear hepatobiliary imaging (NHI), mimicking pathologic obstruction. We sought to determine if opioid administration before NHI delays CBD visualization and prolongs imaging. The records of 198 Emergency Department patients who underwent NHI were reviewed (after excluding those with evidence for pathologic CBD obstruction). Opioids were administered before NHI in 56 cases. Delayed CBD visualization occurred in 28.6% of subjects who had received opioids and in 12.0% of those who had not (p < 0.01). Delayed imaging was performed in 77.8% of those who had received opioids and in 53.5% of those who had not (p < 0.01). The relative risk of delayed CBD visualization was 1.46 [95%CI 0.65-3.28] for meperidine, 4.18 [95%CI 2.00-8.82] for morphine, and 2.38 [95%CI 1.29-4.39] for any opioid. We conclude that opioids given before NHI are associated with delayed CBD visualization and more imaging sessions.